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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this work is to attempt an explanation 

of the energy loss in superconducting wires carrying 

varying current in terms of some theoretical model. In 

particular the model developed independently by Bean and 

by Ho London (and henceforth referred to as the Bean model 

since he published it first) is applied to predict voltage 

induced in a wire carrying alternating current. Bean's 

model, which prescribes the distribution of current in a 

sample as a function of present conditions and history, 

has been applied by other experimenters to accurately 

forecast the magnetization behavior of various non-ideal 

Type II superconductors. A basic premiss of the model is 

that the magnitude of the current density J is determined 

only by the magnitude of the local magnetic induction B. 

We have taken J(B) to be of the form deduced by Kim from 

magnetization measurements: 

J(B) - g+ s0 
treating o< and B0 as adjustable constants. We have 

also assumed that the depth of current penetration is 

much less than the wire's radius. Relations for voltage 

as a function of current are derived for ac and ac + 

superimposed dc. 

Theoretical V vs. I curves are found to agree fairly 

well with oscilloscope tracings obtained for a defect- 

saturated Wb wire. Before each observation a canceling 



coil was set to make the measured voltage V 5 0 for small 

alternating currents. We assume that these small currents 
i 

are confined to the wire's surface, so that B H 0 within 

the wire. If this is correct, then for large ac amplitude 

of d). tvi rC 
oft 

where 0u,,rc is the flux contained within the material of 

is/ * 
the wire. The relation V = has been assumed for 

the theoretical derivations. 
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1 

INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we shall endeavor to apply the Bean 

model for irreversible current penetration to predict 

voltages induced in a defect-saturated Nb wire. Our 

sample is a "non-ideal Type II superconductor," and we 

are encouraged to note that other experimenters l-',a have 

applied the model to accurately forecast the magnetization 

behavior of various materials of this class. 

Because a basic premiss of Bean's model, that the 

magnitude of the current density is a function only of 

the local magnetic field, can be derived from the theory 

of non-ideal Type II superconductors, a brief resume of 

this theory is included. Next Bean's model is explained, 

the model is applied to the case of an ac-carrying wire, 

and theoretical V vs. I curves are compared with experi¬ 

mental ones. Finally, it is concluded that Bean's model 

forms a sound basis for understanding the phenomenon of 

low-frequency ac losses in superconducting wires. 
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GENERAL THEORY 

Prior to 1933 "no one had ever made proper measure¬ 

ments of the magnetic field close to a superconductor in 

a magnetic field."-3 Meissner's discovery in that year 

that very pure monocrystalline tin specimens exclude almost 

all flux in applied fields below a critical value^ led 

him to conclude that complete flux exclusion is the fun¬ 

damental property to be associated with "ideal" supercon¬ 

ductors. Meissner's tin and other materials early iden¬ 

tified as "ideal" are today classified "ideal Type I" 

superconductors. A cylinder of such material placed in a 

Pig. 1„ Characteristic magnetization for ideal Type I 
material; (a) cylinder in longitudinal field (b) sphere 

Pig. 2. Characteristic magnetization for cylinder of 
ideal Type II material in a longitudinal field 
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longitudinal field excludes all flux for fields below the 

critical field, Hc. For other sample geometries and field 

orientations the normal transition occurs at Hcs but flux 

begins to penetrate at some lower field (Fig. 1). Father 

recently the existence of a second distinct reversible 

magnetization behavior has been recognized. A cylinder 

of ideal Type II material placed in a longitudinal field 

admits flux above a lower critical field Hc,» the pene- 

tration continuing until the entire sample has become 

normal at an upper critical field He*(Fig. 2). 

A single crystal of any superconducting element or 

compound will supposedly magnetize and de-magnetize 

reversibly. Which of the two types of magnetization 

behavior it exhibits is determined by the value of a 

characteristic parameter K : 

. y = _L A.\ Type I if X < fk 
A f j Type II if K>1jr 

where £ = Pippard coherence length = minimum possible 

dimension for a normal region surrounded by superconductor, 

X = London penetration depth = distance to which magnetic 

field penetrates superconductor. For a rather intuitive 

demonstration of the importance of the parameter K in 

determining magnetization characteristics, consider the 

model for flux penetration suggested by Goodmans, who 

hypothesized that flux may penetrate a superconducting 

slab only in normal strips of width = 2£ (Fig. 3). Field 

penetration will begin when the Gibbs function for the 
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Fig. 3. Goodman’s model for flux penetration 

superconductor becomes greater than that for the super- 

conductor containing a normal strip. The energy per unit 

cross-section required to form a normal region is 2 £ H *, 

where Hc is the thermodynamic critical field; field 

penetration reduces the energy of the surrounding super¬ 

conductor by 2 AH* per unit cross-section. Thus the 

inclusion of the normal strip is energetically favorable 

if and only if 

Ha WK He1 

No normal regions can exist in Type I materials for fields 

less than He* a condition satisfied if and only if K ^ . 

If Hci < Hc 9 the formation of normal strips begins at 

HC/ and continues until the sample becomes normal at HCA» 

related to Hc by 

" f0 M (H) ol H = 

We get an indication of the shape of M(H) by noting that 

the London supercurrents which flank a normal strip will 
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interact repulsively with the field associated with nearby 

strips. This means that the initial rapid intrusion of 

the external field as it is increased from Hc, will slow 

down as the interaction energy becomes important near HCJL 

(See Fig. 2.) 

Goodman's model is of interest because it illuminates 

the intuitive aspects of flux penetration while avoiding 

complicated mathematics. However, the true physical 

situation is probably better represented by the theory of 

Abrikosov% whose solution to the Ginzberg-Landau equations 

V -xtAfY + °<?ir pyifix=o 

vxA= ('Tvf ~fv¥’)+ 
leads to the relations 

He* = If* X H. 

= D -t8(AK-lf 

Hti (k >>l) - jaff (In V + o.os) 
Agreement with experimental magnetization data has been 

excellent , and Abrikosov's theory is accepted as the 

basis for explaining ideal Type II behavior. He found 

the field penetration to occur in single quanta of flux, 

"flux lines." For ){>> 1, a flux line may be represented 

as a normal region of circular cross-section threaded by 
g 

the external field. London supercurrents and the field 

penetrate the surrounding superconductor to a depth = X . 
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Some ideal Type II superconductors, such as Nb, 

remain superconducting in much higher fields than any 

known Type I material, ideal or otherwise. To enable 

Type II materials to support high current densities, 

however, we can introduce imperfectionsand with these, 

10 
hysteresis. Changes in H produce no heating in ideal 

samples, which follow reversible magnetization curves 

and retain no flux when H is reduced to zero. Non-ideal 

samples dissipate a quantity of heat which, for a complete 

cycle of H, is given by the area enclosed by the hyster¬ 

esis loop, c|> B-dH. 

A possible explanation for the hysteresis losses is 

provided by the presumption that lattice imperfections 

act as potential barriers to the motion of the flux lines*/ 

In crossing the barriers the flux lines give up energy to 

the lattice which appears as heating. The presence of 

the imperfections gives rise to a gradient of the flux 

lines, their density decreasing towards the interior of 

the sample. Associated with the gradient is the presence 

of transport currents within the sample. Flux lines are 

pushed towards the interior of the sample by interaction 

with London currents near the surface and with currents 

associated with other flux lines deeper inside. If the 

separation between neighboring flux lines is « X, the 

force on one of them is 

F = J* & 
where J =s current density, J(f)J = magnitude of a flux 
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quantum. If the force required to overcome a potential 

harrier is everywhere the same, Fe* and only one flux 

line at a time penetrates a harrier, the current density 

in the region of penetration will he constant: 

~r f~g 
J= 0O 

If, on the other hand, the flux lines'travel in groups, 

we expect a relation like 

JB - const. 
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BEAN'S MODEL 

The concept of a critical current density is basic 

to the Bean model. Bean hypothesizes that the magnitude 

of the current density in the region of penetration 

depends only on the magnitude of the local magnetic 

induction B: J = J(B). The direction of the current 

flow at any point depends upon the history of the sample. 

Consider, for example, a cylinder of radius R for which 

J(B) = a constant. Pig. 4 shows how the current density 

at a distance r from the axis varies as the axial total 

current is increased from 0 to I*,, then carried through 

JTV) J(r) 

r (IM) 

(o) Q Jjn (t>) JC =Jn, 

Jfr) 

JU) 

rJTvo) a 

Jfr) 

r,i 

4— 

<- 
a r 

J fr) 

(A I* XM (a tfi 

Pig. 4, J(r) vs. r as I is increased from zero to IOT 

then carried through a complete cycle, for the case of 
an axial current flowing in a cylindrical sample. 
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a complete cycle. (We assume that no current has flowed 

in the sample since it last became superconducting.) 

Bean’s model predicts hysteresis losses for any 

complete cycle of I. The magnitude of these losses is 

determined by the function J(B), the limits of the current 

I»vw and- I win. » and ‘fc&e geometry of the sample. Kim et 

al! have obtained magnetization curves for hollow 

cylinders of Ib3Sn and 3Nb-Zr which agree with curves 

predicted by Bean’s theory, provided that 

- BT+TBI (
1
) 

where c* and B0 for a particular sample depend upon how 

it was prepared. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 

The data herein presented consists of oscilloscope 

voltage vs. current traces for a Nh wire. Applied 

currents are sinusoidal 60 cps ac and 60 cps ac + super¬ 

imposed dc. For more details of the experimental arrange¬ 

ment, as well as power losses calculated for similar wires, 

the reader is referred to the thesis of J. R. Birchak.^ 

Supercon, Inc., Boston (formerly of Houston) produced 

the wire by a process which involved severe cold-working. 

We cleaned the surface with a HF-^-HNOj etch, thus reducing 

the original diameter of 10.0 mils by about \%. The 

distance between voltage leads is 84 cm., and the sample 

configuration is a U„ Birchak calculated that for this 

configuration and a given current the surface field is 



everywhere within of that expected for a long straight 

wire. We are therefore justified in using the straight 

wire approximation for our calculations. 

Since the resistance in the canceling coil circuit 

and the impedance of the oscilloscope are large, very 

little current will flow in the coil circuit and the 

potential lead wires (See Fig. 5.) This means that both 

the potential drop across the canceling coil resistor 

and the measured voltage V are proportional to , 

provided the current is distributed uniformly on the 

sample surface. If current penetrates the sample, V 

will not be proportional to , because in this case 
at 

the inductance L of the circuit does not remain constant. 

It becomes a function of the current. According to 

Bean's theory the smaller the current, the less the 

penetration. So if a very small alternating current is 

applied, the assumption that the current is confined to 

the sample surface is approximately valid. For all our 

V vs. I tracings the canceling rheostat has been set so 

that V = 0 for a small ac current. Voltages measured 

at higher currents must be a consequence of flux pene¬ 

trating the sample. 
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DETERMINATION OP V(l) 

The relation between the observed voltage V and the 

rate of flux penetration is 

  GA 0 itjire 
- c/t 

where $w.ve is the flux contained within the wire. To 

show this, we apply Faraday's law 

$EJ7 = -lK 

to the path of integration shown in Pig. 6: 

A r<* _ 
jE'clJP Jj E-olf - 0 by symmetry 

/ E’eij/ = O because E = 0 in rtaton <rf non - Penetration 

® di/ection 
:> eovren-t -floi\r 

C 'N 
0X15 O’f wire' 

Pig. 6. Path of integration for determining V 

If a and b represent the points of contact of the voltage 

leads, and we label the flux enclosed by P "(p„IV(
n , then 

t / _ dQyirc 
V~ dt 

Of courses this relation is true only if the canceling 

coil rheostat had previously been set to give V = 0 for 

small alternating currents. 
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related to the current density J through the 

equations 

k(r) = MaX&L 
° 1 stTrr 

JT(V) - f JYr) xrrr dr 
o 

which combine to yield 

fe) 

(3) 

(*) 

where r = distance from axis of wire, R = radius, 1 = 

length. (Note that I(r) is the total current flowing 

through the portion of a cross-section of radius r.) 

To facilitate further analysis, we now make an 

important assumptions the depth of current penetration 

is much less than R. This enables us to transform the 

three preceding equations to 

BM = |& (S) 

JM- ATT£ fJjUldr (C) 

<JL« = £/fc ff-TU) Jtr (1) 

The Appendix is an attempt to justify this assumption. 

Eqns. ( &) and ( 7) are sufficient to determine the 

relation between voltage and current in our wire, provided 

we are given the time dependence of the total current and 

the current density 'function. We shall determine the 

function V(I) for J(r) of the form ( f ): 
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iJMl = 
cK 

IB(r)l-+ B* (() 

for r in the region of penetration. First oonsider the 

case that J(r) is everywhere 0, as in Fig. 7. We use 

(S ) to eliminate B(r) from ( / ) and combine with 

^ r*JM (?) 

the differential form of (£ ), to obtain 

/* jjOo ~tJO( r[J olJ. f ir) /Ao 

where I0 = —'VtB-B* and r - limit of current penetration. 
AAb w 

A change of variables gives us 

f /jTo-hX fx)j cLIfx) 
X=0 

X 

where x = r - r0. Letting u = IQ + I(x), we obtain 

ijrjC r/A^fX(x) __ 

J olii w o* 

which integrates to 

-J? - 

Defining x0 by I^= , we have 
Jw*0 

XU) Grw* -x,*] W 

Fig. 7. I(x) and J(x) for J(B) = —2l_ 
/BlA’Bm 
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Prom ( i ), 

Now suppose that the current density is zero for 

x < Os negative for 0 < x < x#, and positive for x# < x < 

a = surface of wire. We shall prove that in this case 

I(x) is symmetrical about x*: 

Lemma; If 0 < cT < x*, then I(x#+cT) = l(x*fr-<T). (See 

Pig. /». 19). 

Proof; Prom ( / ) and ( S ), 

/TYV)/ - ~ ——i  /TW/ ~ iJTMltSo 

Por 0 <x<x*9 I(x) <0 and J(x) < 0, so 

JM- 
ATrfc<* I- 

Combining this with ( 2 ), 

oCT(x) _ Uirrfc* 
~ /Ao ZLk) -JZ0 

Cs &lx)AIW = (,]f 
ITM -ij* ~[x»-g) -atf - f 

Por x* < x <2x#, I(x) < 0 and J(x) > 0, so 

j-ft) = - ~J— yUo 

_ toI M /fT- SSF^o 

fro) 

/*"&&) f* Jx 
x* ru x' 

Zz/v+D an 

Summing (/O) and (/1 ), 
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[mw) -I°T - &rx‘-<r) -x/A 

which implies the desired result, that l(xtt+(f) = l(x*-(f). 

We now have all the information necessary to draw a 

picture of the variation in J(x) and I(x) as the total 

current I is varied through a complete cycle. We have 

chosen the case that the dc magnitude I& is 1.5 times the 

ac amplitude IM, and taken J of the form 

J B-tBo 
Note especially that a, the maximum depth of current 

penetration, is constant and is determined by the maximum 

total current Ib + Note also that, although J(x) is 

discontinuous, I(x) and B(x) are continuous. 
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J X 

Fig. 8. J(x) and I(x) for a complete cycle of I. We have 
taken I = 1(a) = 1.5IM + I^cosujt. 
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J 1 

X 

X 
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Having seen an example of how J(x) and I(x) change 

as the total current is varied, we shall get bach on the 

main track - the determination of how V depends on I. 

Most of the work consists of the determination of dl and 

d^vire as x*+dx#, which we shall do with the aid of 

Pig. 9. Formulas computed for the two situations depicted 

in Pig. 9 are identified by the subscripts a, b. With 

du - 2dx*, 

lJx1 = 2Jx*)=Ji,(>c+du) 
The second equality follows from the lemma. Prom (iO) 

jra M X, M 

Pig. 9. Diagram for determining 
(a) is later in time than (b). 

Note that 
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and {II), 

[it («)f - [It (xftduf = jjJxVf 
Therefore 

Xi(a)- IaU-Ju) 

and 

dl = It/a) -iJa) - JuU-clu) - JUfa) 

Using 

^ - ITTRJM 
Jr 

we see that for infinitesimal du, 

dx = -JL7T RJ(a)Ju fix) 

Next we calculate d (p (dropping the subscript "wire") 

Scrutiny of Pig. 9 reveals that 

f Xa(x)dA - f* Xb(x)dX (13) 
° o 
M-cltA r a 
/ UxIdX = J XMdx (ft) 
X* X*+dU 

Sinces from ( 7)» 

summing (/j ) and (/^-) results in 

SjpM* s<k~ mf ■*.(*) Jx 
For infitesimal du< 

cl(j> ~ OrfrV - T (a)J clu 05) 

The quotient of (IS) and (lij is 

X(x*)~X(a) 
JX Ixnkf JM 
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But, with 1(a) = I = total current flowing in wire, 

37a) = - (lit -lx, 
and 

is = Or~xix<i][ai +-jJ 
Multiplication by i provides the useful relation 

1 $rkf°< H --Rx*j]l]u+J3i} - -for x<<? (lb) 
(l(p) holds for both ac and ac + superimposed do - all we 

need to determine is I(x#). 

We do this first for pure ac. Prom ( °[ ) 

where IMis the ac amplitude. For I > 0, I< 0 (Fig. 10), 

r* - a+xofi-xj] 
This follows from (^)) and the lemma proven earlier. Also, 

IW= [(x*+x«)+ - Xo*J 

Recalling that IQ = xtt we have 
/Ao 

Fig. 10. J(x) and l(x) for I = 1(a) <0, i > 0 
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fl-jX = ”*0* to* -a + *.) 

(XM-if = fr’-FXJ 

^ ^TTR)XOC 
uXm “f~Zo) ~ yt4o ^ Xo) 

SO 

£rrx*) -aj*r -£ Cr-j:of] 

and 

XM = _Io - .707 +(X-XoT 

The awaited expression is 

+-7o?|Vj~,-/-I.)’WX-2'Jt)(iII +lji f'7* 

For i > 0, I > 0 (Fig. 11), 

J> (*&&*)* fr-tr+x)*-**] 

XM - ~ [fo'-i-x.)* -x*t/ 

£hW - -Tj* =-±{/jU-+XJ‘-CX+JU)i+J.xj 
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V = £$5[i-I* +.707fuiVta,-oy+lji tit) 
(X >0. X<0) 

Now for the case that a do current ID is superimposed 

on the ac. We consider only ID's > 0. The problem again 

is to determine l(x*) in terms of the variable I and the 

constants Iw, I0, and ID. It turns out that six cases 

must be considered. We let K = ^ > and recall that yi46 

I o = Kx0. 

A. I < G, I > 0 (Pigs. 12 and 13) 

JL,~*~To - K J]a+Xo)*-‘ XtfJ 

T= k 

TM - k [fx*i-XjT ~x~tl 
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jj. (X*) ij ~ "a [fX ~hX<>) "hfXy* i‘Xo~l~Xo)iJ 

I(XI ' fj±f (X-hX) ~t (XtA "i~-Zb -fXo)X “ Xo 

V- ~~ fxTT^fl [X~tXc ~ iJzL-tXo)* -f- fXtv, ~+Xt> ~hIo)J Dwd J 
(l <0JI>0) 

B. I < 0, I < 0 (Pigs. 12 and 14) 

T 

Pig. 14. I < 0, I < 0 

XU-+ID = fc [fa-txd ~/l] 

I ~ K Ba-^x'+X*)*-&*} 

XM~ /< Cfx'+X*)* -X*tl 

l£(x'hi*T ~ ^ frx, - (x-IJV xkfl 

Ifr) - g= * - fl-U V^ -To 

\/ = ' r^s- [x+I* - ^ ftx^xx+i?- /i-xUx^jljihjQi 
(i <o, x<o) 
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0. I > 0, ID > lm (Pigs. 15 and 16) 

Pig. 16. I 0, I I 

-I£> ~ - /\ A 

Ua-JLy~hXcft —XftJ 
IM= k[fxt> -x'+x.P-xXj 

U-M ~ -i “f (2i 

IM = j=!+ (J-ilX - J. 

1/=&+£. - ftfl^xXxJTlxix^lx+xJi 
(X >o J -J-0 -*-**} ) 
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D. I > 0, I < 0, ID < Im (Pigs. 17 and 18) 

Pig. 18. I > 0, I < 0, I0 < Im 

-Jo = k j/a -xb tXoft ~ Xi*] 

I -' k[Ux’-xh' ct-tx,)* ~/,r] 

X/xj - - k[fx*~2b -/-*)* - 

Ijfrt-iT* -kEfx-xj'+ci-.-z.-tu'+ns] 
IM - 'Ts Hr-Jir+/'x»-xt,+T«)‘+xz;'-+1„ 

V= (in?7& £r-i + (=/ 
(X Oj X< 0, Xo <z~) 
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B. I > 0, 0 < I <IW-ID, Id< IW (Pigs. 17 and 19) 

Pig. 19. I > 0, 0 < I < I^-IQ , ID < Im 

X - H (_[c\b )x —Av£j 

£nxi -xT = ± ffx-x* +xr - C1-&2*+ 

Xfx*) ' - ft -Cx-^r-hiJo1 -+j[o 

V - ^55 [z> J. + r#/H-xxX- 
(r >oJo<x <2. -X^ x <xj 

P. I > 0, IM-l£> < I < 3/H+ID» I* < Im (Pigs. 17 and 20) 

- k[fa-y.t +/.;1 

x=l< Ija-zx’-ub-h *.)* -*t7 

X/5rt = kB±!>-x'+xJ*-**] 
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Pig. 20. i > 0, InrJo < I < I,„+ID, I0< IM 

.J[(x*) ' j (SE-t-lcf -J-o't'Zo) -hxla* ~J-0 

V " (jirrR)3cX (X'+Xo ~ [U XLc,)x ~ (Z^—Zo -hXo) •+ 3-J*Jfx-+X&Jz 

U > 0j Z* Zto < Z<Z*»-hZ0) -To <ZJ 



V,mv 

,a 

Pig. 21. Voltage vs. current plots for 10-mil. Nb wire. 

The amplitude of the ac (lm ) and the magnitude of the 

superimposed do signal (le ) are given. The dashed curves 

are those predicted on the basis of Bean's model, with 

, Of =3.23*10* , Bd = 350 g. 



V,mv 

»a 





1 cm. = .2 mv. vert. 

1 cm. = 30 a. horiz. 

Fig. 21 (d) 

Fig. 22. Oscilloscope tracings, some 
of which have been compared with 
theoretical curves in Fig. 21. 



1 cm. = .5 mv. vert. 

1 cm. = 75 a. horiz. 

Fig. 21 (e) 

1 cm. = .2 

1 cm. =30 

Fig. 21 

mv. vert, 

a. horiz. 

(£)» (g) 



Fig. 23. Predicted dependence of ♦ ( 9 Ip—0) 011 Im 

(solid curve) compared with experimental points (xfs), where 

m 9 (=°) = h f* Vdt. For the theoretical curve T -Jm 
the adjustable parameters are taken to be o( = 2.91 *10 

.wihsZgJL.. t ~ 350 g. (See Discussion. ) 
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DISCUSSION 

Integration of (/7) and (/?) gives the expression 

> r.-'o) - ±($$5, QrJ-tiSoxJ] m 
where 

"Um 

(J) (^Lv^j XP ~ oj ~ ctfc 

It was possible to fit W with experimental results for 

IM > 90a by choosing I0 = 22a, ©< = a'^s£jri (Fig. 23). 

This value of 1Q was used for plotting the curves in Fig. 

21, but we chose a value of c* 11$ larger. The value of 

used in plotting Fig. 21 was chosen to match theoretical 

with experimental peak voltages for large 1^. 

Our choice of adjustable parameters has given us good 

agreement (-for IfVl^90a) between prediction and observation 

with respect to dependence of peak voltage on I^V^cS I^'? ) 

and the dependence of (IM, ID = 0) on Iw (Fig. 23). Our 

theory also predicts observed zeroes in voltage for 1=0, 

observed minima at I = 0, correct dependence of the sign 

of V on the sign of i, and the correct general shape of 

experimental curves (Fig. 21). Possible causes for lack 

of better agreement are: Departure of J(B) from the form 

|J(B)| = » surface effects (e. g., J(B)-»J(B, R-r)), 

decay of critical currents, and breakdown of assumption 

of small penetration depth (more noticeable for large 

currents). 

Bean's theory leads to two predictions which are 
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independent of the form of J(B): P is c* f, and P is 

independent of the ac waveform, where P = time-averaged 

power loss and f = frequency. Buchhold and Molenday^ found 

P to be ©< f for a Nb cylinder in a longitudinally applied 

alternating external field. They investigated the fre¬ 

quency range 70-1000 cps. and field amplitudes of 300 and 

600 g. Wisseman et all5 measured ac losses in short 

(^ 8 cm. long) samples of cold-worked 10 mil. Nb-25$Zr 

and Ub“33$Zr wire for Iw = 1-8a, f = 60-40,000 cps., and 

triangular, sinusoidal, and square ac waveforms. They 

found that P o< f and P* independent of ac waveform for a 

given Im. Both groups of experimenters determined P from 

measurements of changes in the sample temperature. 

Thus a strong case can be made in support of the 

contention that low-frequency ac losses in non-ideal 

Type II superconductors result from Bean-type irreversible 

current penetration. 
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APPENDIX: JUSTIFICATION OF ASSUMPTION THAT THE PENETRATION 

DEPTH IS SMALL 

In an earlier section all derivations were carried out 

under the assumption that current penetrates the wire to a 

depth << R, the wire's radius. Here we shall estimate the 

maximum depth of penetration from the experimental data, 

without resorting to the aforementioned assumption. We 

shall only assume that 

J~(B) - ~g~ fa unale.'tzvtoMcd) 

Our starting point is the relations 

(p= (jBMJr 

X(r)~ /'jW-J'nWr 
from which 

(x) 

W 

(+) 

XU) dJ_(v) = r '■Jv* 

This integrates to 

CcirJ* - (r* - r. 4 M /? (AO) 

with r0 the limit of current penetration. Next, from (X), 

( 3 ) t and ( JLO) » 

Substituting r0
3 u = T

3
, 
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Obtaining the total current I w from (JiO), 

we eliminate ex' 

We determine the experimental value of (f> for a given Im 

by graphical integration of an oscilloscope V(l) trace: 

YJt 
For 1*1 = 169a, (p = 1.73 *10~^ webers. Graphical solution 

of (jj) using these numbers, with 1 = .84 m., gives 

r0 = ^i R 

Near the critical current the depth of penetration is 

about 9% of the wire's radius. This figure reduces to 

4for = 116a. 
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